In this work we consider a generalized version of Probability Smoothing, the core elementary model for sequential prediction in the state of the art PAQ family of data compression algorithms. Our main contribution is a code length analysis that considers the redundancy of Probability Smoothing with respect to a Piecewise Stationary Source. The analysis holds for a finite alphabet and expresses redundancy in terms of the total variation in probability mass of the stationary distributions of a Piecewise Stationary Source. By choosing parameters appropriately Probability Smoothing has redundancy O(S · √ T log T ) for sequences of length T with respect to a Piecewise Stationary Source with S segments. 247 2018 Data Compression Conference
Introduction
Background. Online probability estimation is a central building block of every statistical data compression algorithm [17] , e. g. Prediction by Partial Matching, Context Tree Weighting and PAQ (pronounced "pack"). Statistical data compression involves two phases, modeling and coding, and these phases apply to an input sequence letter by letter. A statistical model predicts a distribution p on the possible outcomes of the next letter (modeling phase). Given p, the encoder maps the actual next letter x to a codeword of length close to the optimal code length of log 2 (1/p(x)) bits (coding phase). Decoding involves reversing this procedure, namely restoring x given the codeword and p. Arithmetic Coding is the de facto standard en-/decoder, since it closely approximates the optimal code length [17] . Note that by this procedure a model assigns a code length to an input sequence (assuming optimal encoding). Therefore, the model essentially determines the statistical compression algorithm, since it is common to encoding and decoding.
All of the aforementioned statistical data compression algorithms base their predictions on context-conditioned Elementary Models (EMs). EMs are typically based on simple closed form expressions, such as relative letter frequencies. As these model contain many such EMs, they have a great impact both, on the empirical performance and associated theoretical guarantees of a statistical compressor [9, 19, 20] . Hence, it is wise to carefully study theoretical guarantees and empirical properties of EMs. Theoretical guarantees on a model are typically expressed in terms of a code length analysis. For a code length analysis of some model w. r. t. a competitor model we typically bound the code length a model assigns to an input sequence from above by the code length assigned by the competitor model plus the excess code length which is known in the literature as the redundancy. Here, we use a Piecewise Stationary Source (PWS) as the competitor model. A PWS divides an input sequence into segments and predicts a fixed distribution for each segment.
In this work we focus on a generalized version of Probability Smoothing (PS) introduced in [6] , and provide a new code length analysis. PS is the main EM employed by the state of the art PAQ family of statistical data compression algorithms. We also confirm anecdotal evidence that PS surpasses the performance of various other popular EMs with similar computational complexity and hence that it is one of the main drivers of PAQ's practical success [9] . Previous Work. Major approaches to EMs can roughly be divided into two groups, namely frequency-based EMs and probability-based EMs. Approaches not fitting in these two categories are Finite State Machines [4, 10, 11, 14] and Weighted Transition Diagrams [18, 20, 21, 22] .
Discussing these in greater detail is beyond the scope of this paper, for a survey see [9] . In the following redundancy "O(S · . . . )" is w. r. t. PWSs with S segments, redundancy "O(. . . )" (no dependency on S) is w. r. t. a Stationary Source (PWS with S = 1) and T is the sequence length.
Frequency-based EMs maintain approximate letter frequencies online and predict by forming relative frequencies. Typically these approximate letter frequencies are recency-weighted to give more emphasis to recent observations. In practice this often improves compression. Recencyweighting can be achieved by maintaining frequencies over a sliding window [11, 15, 16] , by resetting frequencies [18] or by scaling down frequencies at regular intervals [3, 8] . The redundancy of these approaches typically ranges from O(S · √ T log T ) to O(S · √ T log T ). Probability-based EMs work by directly maintaining a distribution online. A popular example is PS which was used by most members of the PAQ family of statistical data compression algorithms. Given a PS prediction p (from the previous step or from initialization) and a new letter y PS first shrinks the probability of any letter x to α ·p(x) and then increases the probability of y by 1− α. For a binary alphabet this approach has redundancy O( √ T ) [7] . An extension is to introduce a (probability) share factor parameter ε [6] : After probability shrinking the probability of y is increased by (1 − α) · (1 − ε) and the probability of all other observations is uniformly increased by (1 − α) · ε N−1 ([6] only considered N = 2). Experiments on real-world data indicate that setting ε > 0 improves compression [6] . Note that this approach is related to share-based expert tracking [2, 12] and to observation uncertainty [6] . Another approach is to apply online convex programming to estimate distributions, for example a method based on Online Mirror Descent leads to redundancy O(log T ) [13] . Our Contribution. In this work we present a novel code length analysis of the PS variant proposed in [6] w. r. t. PWS. This analysis improves over previous results [7, 9] : First, it applies to a more general PS variant by allowing for a non-zero share factor; second, it remains valid for a non-binary alphabet; third, it characterizes the redundancy w. r. t. PWSs not by the number of segments, but by the variation of PWS distributions across segments, which leads to much tighter bounds for PWS that drift slowly. Further, experiments indicate that among other methods that take time O(N) per step PS outperforms for highly non-stationary data and is close to the higher complexity method PTW.
The remaining part of this work is structured as follows: In Section 2 we introduce our notation and in Section 3 we formally define PS and PWSs. We provide the code length analysis in Section 4 and experimental results in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 ends this paper with a conclusion.
Notation
Sequence, Alphabet and Family. For integers i and j we use x i:j to denote a sequence x i x i+1 . . . x j of objects (numbers, letters, . . . ). Let X := {1, 2, . . . , N} denote a finite alphabet of cardinality N 2. Unless stated explicitly to the contrary sequences refer to sequences over X . If i > j, then x i:j := φ, where φ is the empty sequence; if j = ∞, then x i:j = x i x i+1 . . . has infinite length and we abbreviate x <i := x 1:i−1 . For objects x j , x k , . . . with labels from I = {j, k, . . . } we call the indexed multiset {x i } i∈I a family. Interval, Partition and Transition Set. [3, 8) , [8, 9) [3, 8) ), (8, [3, 8) , [8, 9) )}. Distribution and Model. In general, all distributions are over X . The variation in probability mass of two distributions p and q is p − q := x∈X |p(x) − q(x)|. A model MDL maps a sequence x 1:t to a distribution p, its prediction. We define the shorthands MDL(x 1:t ) := p and MDL(x; x 1:t ) := p(x). (Typicall p varies with x 1:t .) Codelength, Entropy and KL Divergence. To avoid a cluttered notation code length is measured in nats, thus log := log e . For distributions p and q, where q(x) > 0, for all x ∈ X,
The Models
Probability Smoothing. First let us formally define our model of interest.
In the upcoming analysis we will focus on the way PS adjust its predictions over time. To ease the presentations we will refer to the adjustment of a distribution estimate p given a new letter y by
Piecewise Stationary Sources. We now proceed by formally defining the competitor model.
The PWS code length assignment to a sequence works as follows: For a model PWS with partition P every segment S ∈ P has an associated distribution p S . Within a segment S, i. e. for t ∈ S, a letter x t receives code length log(1/p S (x t )). Summing yields
Clearly, a PWS may have a varying degree of sophistication. Intuitively, the more segments its partition has, the more complex it is. Also, when distributions associated to segments greatly vary from one segment to the other then the complexity seems high. (These two effects may also overlap.) We formalize this intuition as follows: Definition 3.3 Let PWS be a PWS model with parameters (P, {p s } s∈P ) and let T be the transition set of P. The complexity of PWS is
We will later see that the higher the competing PWS' complexity, the harder it is for PS to do well (the higher redundancy is).
Analysis
Outline. We base our code length analysis on the well-known progress invariant technique [1, 23] .
Let us now sktech this approach informally to make it more clear: Suppose that in step t PS predicts p = PS(x <t ), we observe the letter x t = y and the PS update yields p = PS(x 1:t ) = Update αt,εt (p, y). In this setting we bound the redundancy log(1/p(y)) − log(1/q(y)) of coding y from above w. r. t. an arbitrary distribution q. The upper bound depends on the progress PS makes towards q: Before observing y the proximity of the PS prediction p and q is D(q p), after observing y it is D(q p ), hence, we made progress D(q p) − D(q p ). By applying this argument over multiple steps (i. e. summing) the per-step progress towards some q that actually reflects the inputs statistics should decrease, since the PS predictions reflect the inputs statistics more and more (i. e. the total progress is big). The accumulated progress will be our redundancy estimate. Throughout the analysis we will make the following assumpions: Assumption 4. 1 We consider PS models with parameters (α 1:∞ , ε 1:∞ , p) s. t.
(a) the smoothing rate is constant,
As a shorthand we say that the PS model has (fixed) parameters (α, ε, p). Note that by Assumption 4.1 (and Definition 3.1) the PS predictions satisfy ε N PS(x; x 1:t ) 1 − ε, for any sequence x 1:t .
Progress Invariant. To prove the progress invariant we require various technical statements. First, we make use of the inequalities
which may be verified by simple calculus, hence we omit their proof. Second, we require the following: Lemma 4.2 (ε-Proximity) For arbitrary distributions p and q and some letter y the distributions p 0 = Update α,0 (p, y) and p ε = Update α,ε (p, y) satisfy
Proof. Let us first consider the bound
where we have used (a) q(y) 1 and p 0 (x) p ε (x), for x = y (by Definition 3.1),
is decreasing in p 0 (y), hence maximal for minimum p 0 (y), that is p 0 (y) = αp 0 (y) + 1 − α 1 − α. Rearranging (5) concludes the proof. 
Proof. For the proof we distinguish two cases:
Case 1: ε = 0. For this case we first simplify the two KL difference terms on the RHS of (6). Based on the simplifications we reduce (6) to an equivalent problem, that is, proving an upper bound on a function of q. Finally we maximize this function to prove the upper bound. Simplifying KL differences. For an arbitrary distribution r we obtain
where we used p (x) = αp(x), for x = y, by (1) . Problem Reduction and Simplified Notation. With a slight abuse of notation let p := p(y), p := p (y) and q := q(y). (Note that these now denote probabilities, not distributions!) By substituting (7) for either KL divergence difference term into (6), then applying the just introduced notation and rearranging we get (recall ε = 0)
which is equivalent to (6) . Maximization. We now determine the maximizer q * of f(q) and proceed by showing f(q * ) F to prove (8) . By examining the first and second derivative of f,
we see that f is concave and maximized for q * = log 1 α / log p αp . Hence,
log 1 + 1 − α αp (1) , (8) = F , where we used (3) with z = α, (4) with z = 1−α αp and we substituted p αp = 1 + 1−α αp , by (1). Case 2: ε > 0. Let us write p = p ε to emphasize the dependence of p on ε. By Case 1 we have
It remains to bound the KL terms D(q p 0 ) and D(u p 0 ) from below using Lemma 4.2 and to rearrange to conclude the proof.
Putting it all Together. We are now almost ready to carry out the code length analysis. First we need some technical lemmas. 
Proof. For the proof we establish a Taylor expansion of D(v p) and rearrange.
Taylor expansion. Since ∂D(v p)/∂v(x) = 1 + log(v(x)/p(x)) and since D(v p) is convex
Rearranging. By the above we get
where for the last inequality we used m w(x) p(x) 1 m . We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this work. 
Proof. For the proof we first introduce PWS , a slight modification of PWS. 1 
Note that PWS has two useful properties that we will exploit later. First, given two segments A
and combined with Definition 3.3 this leads to
Second, for some segment S from P we have v S (x) (1 − ε) · u S (x) (by (10)) implying log(1/v S (x)) log(1/u S (x)) + log(1 /(1 − ε) ), so
Competing with PWS . For brevity let p t := PS(x <t ) and d t (q) = D(q p t ) and consider some segment S from P and let t ∈ S. Given this, Lemma 4.3 yields
where u is the uniform distribution. By summing (13) over all steps t ∈ S, for every segment S ∈ P, we get
Simplifying Telescoping Sums. Let F be the first segment from P and let L be the last segment from P. By simplifying the sums in (14) we get t∈S, S∈P
where we have used: (a) The sum telescopes.
log N ε , by (2) , and (10)) and p t (x) m, by (2), both for all x ∈ X .
Competing with PWS. By plugging (15) and (16) into (14) we get
To end the proof we bound the LHS of (17) from below by (12) and the RHS from above by (11) and rearrange. Discussion. Let us now discuss the code length bound given in Theorem 4.5. The major contribution in redundancy is twofold: First, regardless of the competing PWS, the redundancy will be high if either α is too small (PS predictions vary extremely from step to step, adaption is too fast) or if α is too large (PS will barely adjust its predictions, adaption is too slow). Furthermore, the range of possible PS predictions must be sufficiently rich (i. e. ε shouldn't be too large) to enable adaption at all. The following term captures this, since it penalizes too large or too small α and large ε, proportional to T ,
Second, if we want compete with a complex PWS that well reflects the inputs statistics, then the smoothing rate α (weight of old observations) must be small to be able to adapt to the input quickly. Moreover, the probabilities PS predicts should never get too extreme (i. e. ε shouldn't be too small), since the more extreme they are, the longer it takes to adapt to changing statistics. These effects are captured by the following term, since it penalizes large α and small ε, proportional to C PWS ,
Clearly, the choice of the parameters α and ε is a tradeoff between all those aspects. It especially depends on the complexity of desirable PWS, which is unknown in general. Hence, in the following we just give an example of choosing those parameters that is independent of C PWS . If T 2 and if we set
then Theorem 4.5 states that we have
Assuming a fixed alphabet size N the redundancy is O(C PWS · √ T log T ), hence sublinear, as long as the complexity satisfies C PWS = o( T/log T ). Extensions. By the above discussion it becomes clear that a "good" choice of fixed PS parameters depends on the sequence length T . In general this quantity is unknown in advance. However, we may lift this limitation by varying parameters with time: We can employ a gradually increasing smoothing rate and at the same time decrease the share factor s. t.
and ε t ≈ t −1 .
(20) This yields guarantees similar to (19) . However, the analysis is considerably more technically involved, hence we defer the result and its analysis to the full version of this paper. 2 Another way to tackle this problem is the doubling trick.
Experiments
Experimental Setup. In our experiments we compare the redundancy of various practical models w. r. t. PWSs on artificial data. We consider PS with fixed parameters (PS1, see (18) ) and varying parameters (PS2, see (20) ), the KT model [5] with counts aged by a discount rate of 0.98 in every step (KT-CS) [20] , with counts halved every √ T steps (KT-H) [9] , with counts reset in exponentially increasing intervals of length 1, 2, 4, . . . (KT-R) [18] . All of those models take time O(N) per step. As a reference for more complex models we also include PTW with a KT base model (PTW-KT) [20] . PTW-KT takes time O(N log T ) per step. For S ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 100} (number of PWS segments) we do: 1. draw the model PWS uniform at random from the set of all PWSs for binary sequences of length T = 8192 with S segments, 2. draw a sequence at random according to PWS(x 1:T ), 3. compute the redundancy MDL (x 1:T ) − PWS (x 1:T ) of either model MDL w. r. t. PWS and 4. repeat steps 1. to 3. 100 times to compute redundancy averages. Results. Figure 1 summarizes the experimental results. In general KT-R has worst overall performance and PTW-KT has best overall performance (recall that PTW-KT takes time O(N log T ) per step). Considering the other models there is a phase transition at around 10 to 15 segments. One should think of two regimes, slightly non-stationary data (number of PWS segments is small compared to the sequence length) and highly non-stationary data (number of segments is large compared to the sequence length). In the former case PS2 underperforms KT-CS, KT-H and PTW-KT and PS1 is on par; in the latter case PS1 and PS2 outperform the other models except PTW-KT, remarkably PS2 is close to PTW-KT. For models that take time O(N) per step it seems that the more gentle and frequent aging takes place, the better in the regime of highly non-stationary data, hence the ordering PS1/PS2, KT-CS, KT-H, KT-R.
Conclusion
In this work we revisited a generalization of PS, the core EM in the state of the art family of PAQ statistical data compression algorithms. Our main contribution is a code length analysis of generalized PS w. r. t. PWSs. In particular our results hold for a finite (not necessarily binary) alphabet and relate the redundancy to the PWS complexity, a measure more fine-grained than just the number of PWS segments. A brief experimental study shows that for highly non-stationary data PS improves over other common methods with similar time complexity and performs only slightly worse than PTW-KT.
We believe that it is worthwhile to extend this work in terms of theoretical and practical matters. From the theory point of view it is straight forward to extend the code length analysis to Count Smoothing [9] , since asymptotically it is equivalent to PS. Another extension is to consider bounds of the form "the PS code length is (at most) within a multiplicative factor of the PWS code length plus additive terms independent of the sequence length". From a practical point of view we think it is important to carry out an experimental study that covers major EMs on artificial data and real world data to guide the design of statistical data compression algorithms.
